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Abstract 

This paper summarizes the definitions and 
properties of frequency and time variance estimators 
based on the "total" approach. These definitions and 
properties are not available in one document, yet 
this statistical approach produces variance estimates 
with the best confidence, as indicated by equivalent 
degrees of freedom ( edf), for the time-domain 
sample variances most frequently used to analyze 
the stability of oscillators. There are differences in 
the total approach as applied to each variance 
because each variance reports noise levels for a 
specific range of power-law noise processes. 
Development of these total definitions has been 
motivated by the goal of realizing the highest edf 
and the lowest bias across this range while keeping 
the algorithms relatively simple. The relevant 
variances are [1-4]: 
• Allan variance, cr\(t)
• Modified Allan variance, Mod-cr\(t)
• Time variance, cr2,(t)
• Hadamard variance, 8cr\(t)
The Hadamard variance is used in managing clocks
of the Global Positioning System (GPS).

Specifically we will give precise definitions for 
sample variances that use the "total" approach and 
whose corresponding names are: 
• Total variance
• Modified Total variance
• Time Total variance
• Hadamard Total variance

The square root of a sample variance is usually 
reported; hence its designation is "deviation" rather 
than "variance." In addition to total definitions, we 
will give corresponding bias and edfformulae. 

Introduction 

Random fluctuations in frequency in precision 
oscillators are reasonably modeled by a spectral 
density function S

y
(/) that follows broadband power

law hf' behavior. These random fluctuations can 
be represented as the sum of seven independent 
noise processes, thus: 

+2 

s)J)= 2.,hJ" forO<f<fh,
a===-4 
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where each ha is a constant and a takes integer 
values 2, I, 0, -1, -2, -3, -4 ( corresponding 
respectively to white phase modulation or WHPM, 
flicker PM or FLPM, white frequency modulation or 
WHFM, flicker FM or FLFM, random-walk FM or 
R WFM, flicker-walk FM or FWFM, and random
run FM or RRFM). ,Note that this power-law range 
has been extended to a = -4 because oscillators with 
high levels of drift need to have "noise on drift" 
characterized. fh is the high-frequency equivalent 
cut-off of a low-pass filter. 

Time statistics that are frequency variances in 
the tau domain, where t = averaging time, have a t 
dependence given by tµ for power-law processes. 
Two variances efficiently distinguish noises in the 
range --4:,; a:,; +2 as follows: 

Mod-cr\(t) -2 :,; a:,; +2, 
8cr\(t) -4 S:aS:0, 

and a simple straight-line (log-log scale) mapping 
between t domain and f domain is µ = -a-I. The 
Allan variance (cr\(t)) covers -2 :,; a:,; +2 but does 
not distinguish a = + l from a = + 2, so its effective 
range, -2 :,; a :,; 0, is primarily for distinguishing 
FM noises. Finally, Time variance is defined as 
cr\(t) = (,2/3). Mod-cr\(t). 

The "Total" Approach 

"Total" statistics improve the confidence of the 
analysis and characterization of instabilities in 
oscillators and synchronization systems [5-11]. The 
total variance approach periodically extends a data 
sequence beyond its normal measurement duration 
in such a way that a particular time statistic is 
expected to have the same value with extended data 
as without. For those statistics that estimate 
components of broadband noise processes, the 
approach can significantly reduce the spread or 
uncertainty in the result as represented by an 
increase in equivalent degrees of freedom. The edf 
formulae are a convenient, empirical or "fitted" 
approximation with an observed error below I 0% of 
numerically computed exact values derived from a 
Monte-Carlo simulation method using the 
coefficients of Tables 1, 2, and 3 to follow. For 
computing biases, a proven power-law detection 
scheme is given in ref. [4]. 












